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Abstract :  In this review, a bibliometric examination is directed to assess the bibliographic items in all logical distributions in the 

field of green commercialization ordered in the Scopus data set for the 2012-2021 phase. Outcomes show that the analytical 

distributions in this field expanded step by step throughout the long term and quickly from 2015-2021, with more than 100 

articles each year. Most examinations were gathered in a couple of exploration foundations, and most distributions were from the 

best ten examination establishments. It shows severe strength areas between the top nations, the US, UK, China, Australia, India, 

and Germany. Most scientists concentrate on issue manageability, trailed by reasonable utilization, green promoting, buy aim, and 

the hypothesis of arranged conduct. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For many years, the quantity of logical distributions distributed in diaries filed in worldwide writing data sets has expanded 

quickly(Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017; Della Corte et al., 2019). Other subjective and quantitative writing assessment approaches can be 

utilized to comprehend past exploration articles' comprehensive information and examination patterns(Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). 

Amongst these, the bibliometric examination, presented by(Pritchard, 1969), is a significant device to gauge logical movement 

because of the accurate estimation of quantitative information given by analytical writing (Broadus, 1987). The bibliometric 

examination is a numerical and factual way to deal with the scholarly investigation to comprehend the worldwide exploration 

patterns in different explicit exploration regions (Chiu & Ho, 2007; Md Khudzari et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2018). Bibliometrics 

general has been shunned from analyzing scholarly literature due to its indicators of improvement in objective and trustworthy 

evaluations. (D. Chen et al., 2016; Ding, 2017). Through bibliometric investigation, researchers can more readily recap the most 

fascinating and significant data connected with an exploration field. For instance, the number of distributions and their pattern; the 

diaries wherein these articles stood distributed; the most valuable researchers, establishments, or nations; examination point 

patterns, and so on. In this article, our objective was to examine the bibliometrics of wholly logical distributions in the sphere of 

green commercialization distributed by writers filed in the Scopus data set from 2012 to 2021 and measured just rational articles for 

our examination. Three principal goals were: (a) to sum up the overall qualities and patterns of logical distributions, most 

significant source diaries, most valuable organizations, and most useful researchers; (b) to examine the worldwide joint effort 

among researchers and different nations; and (c) to separate the most famous exploration subjects and patterns because of word 

examination of titles, digests, and watchwords. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this review, the overall science planning work process comprises five phases: (a) concentrate on the plan, (b) information 

assortment, (c) information examination, (d) information representation, and (e) translation(Börner et al., 2003; Zupic & Čater, 

2014). During the review configuration phase, the primary research question was, "What bibliometric distributions in green 

commercialization were disseminated by researchers in the Scopus data set for 2012-2021?"  

The information assortment phase was divided into three sub-stages. The principal sub-stage is information recovery. The 
creators looked through the Scopus information base (http://www.scopus.com) on July 28, 2022, utilizing the accompanying rules: 

 

"Green"  AND  "Consumerism"  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBSTAGE ,  "final" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2021 )  OR  

LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2020 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2019 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2018 )  OR  LIMIT-TO 

( PUBYEAR ,  2017 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2016 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2015 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( 

PUBYEAR ,  2014 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2013 )  OR  LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,  2012 ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( 
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DOCTYPE ,  "ar" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA ,  "BUSI" ) )  AND  ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE ,  "English" ) )  AND  ( 
LIMIT-TO ( SRCTYPE ,  "j" ) )  

The subsequent sub-stage is information stacking and changing over. We removed all data from the distribution assortment into 

CSV and BibTex designs for the utilized bibliometric devices. The third sub-stage in information assortment is information 
cleaning since the nature of the outcomes enormously relies upon the heart of the info information. 

Different investigation approaches were functional to remove essential data about the distribution assortment. General insights 

gave quantitative data, such as yearly distributions and distribution patterns, top principal basis journals, and the greatest valuable 

creators or foundations. Coauthorship amid nations was dissected to concentrate on the participation of the most promising 

countries in the exploration arenas. Weakling examination of watchwords, titles, and edited compositions led to distinguishing the 
main exploration subjects and their patterns. 

Numerous programming devices can be cast-off in the information representation phase. The greatest renowned ones are 

BibExcel (Persson et al., 2009), VOSviewer(van Eck & Waltman, 2010), CitNetExplorer(van Eck & Waltman, 2014), SciMAT 

(Cobo et al., 2012), and bibliometrics(Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). This review picked bibliometrics and VOSviewer programming 

aimed at information examination and representation as they were the furthermost sensible for our necessities. The material was 
then ready for evaluation after this stage. 

There has been blu to the climate's state; there has been a rise in "green things," or climate-friendly items. There is steady 

tension among advertisers from legislatures, media, and ecological activists to focus on the climate and teach in their articles the 

elements which are helpful to the setting or relieve those highlights which are hurtful to the weather (Jain & Kaur, 2004). 

Subsequently, it has become fundamental for advertisers to deliver and advance green items in an ideal way. Green items are 

described by energy effectiveness, reusability, eco-accommodating bundling, non-poisonous material, biodegradability, etc. 

(Bearse et al., 2013; Y. Chen & Chang, 2013; Mangun & Thurston, 2002). These items should be planned and produced, embracing 

techniques and cycles that are energy effective and less actual asset serious during their process of life (Dangelico & Pontrandolfo, 

2010; Massawe & Geiser, 2012). At this point, green items are costly because of an absence of economies of scale and slow 

reception of state-of-the-art green innovation. Subsequently, there is a squeezing necessity to recognize aspects that can impact 

buyers' choice to pay an exceptional for the acquisition of green items. 

Albeit the idea of green advertising items (prevalently known as green promoting) started to be talked about during the 1960s, it 

was exclusively in the last part of the 1980s and mid-1990s that the idea began to be dignified and summed up (Akehurst et al., 

2012). In the studio detained by American Marketing Association in 1974, green promotion is characterized as investigating 

optimistic and destructive parts of contamination and exhaustion of fuel bases (Akehurst et al., 2012). According to added 

delineation, green advertising comprises all arranged exercises to produce and work with trades to fulfill human requirements and 

wants with the most un-conceivable effect on the climate(Polonsky, 1994). (Peattie & Charter, 2003) characterized green 

promotion as the comprehensive administration technique liable for recognizing, expecting, and fulfilling client needs in a 

productive and manageable way. This definition underscores the all-encompassing way to deal with green showcasing. It implies 

green promotion includes green procedures from new item advancement to alterations in the showcasing blend and from bundling 
to publicizing. 

(Peattie, 2001) expressed that green advertising has advanced over three phases. The primary stage arose during the 1980s while 

the business recently started green showcasing. The subsequent stage happened during the 1990s when advertisers experienced a 

reaction to green promotion. Advertisers captured that customers' anxiety about the climate and green items didn't convert into 

buying conduct. The third stage started in the year 2000. During this stage, the green promotion got another energy with the 

execution of further developed innovation, stricter state guidelines, and worldwide natural mindfulness level improvement. Given 

these three phases, the examination inclinations of the scientists changed every once in a while. From the 1970s, scientists started to 

foster promotion with a natural viewpoint (Chamorro & Porté-Agel, 2009). A more significant part of those early works focused on 

investigating the relations between genuine concern and conduct (chiefly buyers' cooperation in reusing frameworks) and the 

portrayal of the green customer(Chamorro & Porté-Agel, 2009). Study on green promotion has reflected the different floods of 

collective worry about the climate. Until the mid-1990s, the analysis of green advertising remained fascinating and required 
scholarly perspective and precision. (Jain & Kaur, 2004). 

Throughout the phase, investment litigation had an 'administrative viewpoint' on the issues of 'green' buyer conduct, 

publicizing, and market division (Peattie, 1999). From the mid-1990s onwards, another examination plan arose that zeroed in on 

more extensive and more calculated issues concerning the actual supportability of showcasing (Peattie, 1999). In this novel phase, 

scientists zeroed in on a scope of concerns more extensive than beforehand (Chamorro & Porté-Agel, 2009). Since the nineties, 

specialists have begun scholastically breaking down purchasers' green mentalities and conduct, giving administrative bits of 

knowledge to green advertisers to showcase their green thoughts and items further. (Chamorro & Porté-Agel, 2009) inspected the 

fundamental attributes of exploration papers on green advertising from 1993-2003. The review reasoned that a sum of around 26% 

of the examination papers under investigation was hypothetical in satisfactory, while approximately 74% were detailed 

examinations; the most usually utilized information assortment procedure was the overview; a more significant part of the 

experimental investigations depended on the general level or lower; the observational examinations used significantly different 

measurable strategies with relapse examination, and primary condition models were most generally utilized followed by expressive 

reflections; the subjects of revenue of the vast majority of the specialists were 'green customer' and 'green correspondence. 

 
RESULTS 

During the 2012-2021 phase, there was a sum of 1881 distributions distributed in Scopus diaries in the arena of green 

commercialization. We are just thinking about distributed articles regarding the matter are Business, Management, and 

Accounting. 

Journal No.of article h-index Scopus quartile 

Journal of Cleaner Production 222 232 Q1 

International Journal of Consumer Studies 82 77 Q1 
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Journal of Business Ethics 53 208 Q1 

British Food Journal 46 86 Q1 

Journal of Sustainable Tourism 46 114 Q1 

Table 1 Top 5 Main sources journals centered on aggregate publications in the investigation arena  

Table 1 shows the best five journals regarding pertinent distribution, their h-index, and Scopus quartile1. Diary of Cleaner 

Production and International Journal of Consumer Studies positioned first and second with 222 and 82 articles in the all-out 

distribution, trailed by Journal of Business Ethics (53), British Food Journal (46), and Journal of Sustainable Tourism (46) 

separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure  1. Annual publication and number for the 2012-2021 phase 

 

The pattern for distribution from 2012 to 2021 is represented in figure 1. As a rule, the quantity of distributions has Shown a 

consistently expanding pattern over the review phase. The development of distribution can be partitioned into two unique segments. 

The primary segments were between 2012 and 201 when the complete number of distributions was deficient and showed a decrease 

in the distribution in 2015. The subsequent step, 2015 to 2021, saw a consistent development of small yearly distributions, more 

than 100.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The number of publications by source for the 2012-2021 period 

 

References by source in figure 2 are separated into four bunches because of examination. Journal of Cleaner Production and 

International Journal of Consumer studies have a place with the red bunch, the Journal of Business Ethics addresses a blue group, 

British Food Journal and Journal of Sustainable Tourism represent a yellow bunch. The imperatives applied in this examination are 

eight as the base number of source reports and 130 as the base number of references of an authority. They are used to accomplish a 

more accurate perception of the sources that incorporate the most significant number of distributions and are the most preferred. 

Journal of Cleaner Production encapsulates the best report number compared to the most incredible gesture with the sign of 

connection 40 and all out interface strength 473. After following the International Journal of Consumer Studies (34/227), Journal of 

Business Ethics (31/185), Journal of Sustainable Tourism (23/127), and British Food Journal (27/88). The primary five distribution 

sources and their connection to one another Journal of Cleaner Production have connections between undeniably referenced 

sources. 
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Figure 3. Top 10 productive counties centered on the aggregate publication 

 

Figure 3 demonstrates the rundown of the ten supreme valuable nations, given the number of distributions in cooperation. The 

United States (359 Articles) was the most helpful accomplice nation, representing 25% of all distribution. The United Kingdom and 

Australia were second (271) and third (156) separately and individually contributed 17% and 10% of distributions. Other highest 

level nations were China (9%), India (8%), and Germany (6%).The coauthorship examination shows cooperation among the most 

valuable nations, plotted in figure 4. It shows areas of strength between the top countries United States (43/243), United Kingdom 

(37/194), China (34/133), Australia (32/115), India (26/72), and Germany (25/75).To examine the most famous exploration points 

in the assortment, word cloud examination from the creators' catchphrase is mapped in figure 5. The more significant part of the 

scientists concentrate on issue maintainability, trailed by manageable utilization, green advertising, buy aim, and the hypothesis of 

arranged conduct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Coauthorship cooperation is among the most fruitful countries. Each node represents a nation's citation, and the 
thickness of the line between them demonstrates the degree of collaboration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-word clouds from authors keyword 
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Figure 6 Top 10 Documents by Affiliation 

Figure 6 shows the top 10 document affiliation. Sejong University (33 Articles) and Hong Kong Polytechnic University (26) ranked 

first and second, respectively, followed by Griffith University (21), The Manchester University (19), and Wageningen University & 

Research (19). 

DISCUSSION 

In this review, the bibliometric and theme examination has been directed to separate fascinating data about the assortment of all 

distributions in Green Consumerism distributed by researchers listed in the Scopus data set for the 2012-2021 period. 

The quantity of distributions shows a rising pattern, particularly after 2015, when the yearly distribution was generally higher than 

100 articles (Figure 1). This exhibits that lately, an ever-increasing number of researchers stand out in this exploration field (Green 

Consumerism). 

The best five fundamental source diaries are all Q1 Journal (Table 1), and the main three are notable locally, including two Q2 

Journal (Journal of Cleaner Production and International Journal of Consumer Studies). This proof shows that the rational nature of 

articles from the exploration fields is highly dependable. 

Diary of Cleaner Production exemplifies the best report number that compares to the most significant gesture with a mark of 

connection 40 and absolute connection strength of 473. In the wake of following the International Journal of Consumer Studies 

(34/227), Journal of Business Ethics (31/185), Journal of Sustainable Tourism (23/127), and British Food Journal (27/88). The 

leading five distribution sources and their connection to one another Journal of Cleaner Production have connections between 

thoroughly referenced sources (Figure 2). 

The  United States (359 Articles)was the most helpful accomplice nation, representing 25% of the unlimited distribution. The 

United Kingdom and Australia were second (271) and third (156) individually and contributed separately 17% and 10% of 

allocations. Other highest-level nations were China (9%), India (8%), and Germany (6%) (Figure 3). 

It plainly shows significant areas of strength between the top nations United States (43/243), United Kingdom (37/194), China 

(34/133), Australia (32/115), India (26/72), and Germany (25/75) (Figure 4). 

Most scientists concentrate on issue manageability, trailed by practical utilization, green showcasing, buy a goal, and the hypothesis 

of arranged conduct (figure 5). 

Figure 6 shows the best ten report connections. Sejong University (33 Articles) and Hong Kong Polytechnic University (26) 

positioned first and second separately, trailed by Griffith University (21), The Manchester University (19), and Wageningen 

University and Research (19). 

CONCLUSION 

This paper examined the bibliometrics of articles on remote detecting distributed by researchers filed in the Scopus data set from 

2012 to 2021. We tracked the overall science planning work processes presented in (Börner et al., 2003), with five unique stages: 

concentrate on the plan, information assortment, information investigation, information perception, and understanding. The 

VOSviewer (van Eck & Waltman,2010) and bibliometric investigation tools (Aria & Cuccurullo,2017) were chosen for the 
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bibliometric inspection of the dispersed assortment. Outcomes revealed that the number of distributions in this examination field 

expanded progressively for a long time, and the development rate increased quickly after 2015. A large portion of the distributions 

was centered in two Q1 diaries (Journal of Cleaner Production and International Journal of Consumer Studies). 

Journal of Cleaner Production typifies the best number of the report compared to the most significant gesture with a sign of 

connection of 40 and an out interface strength of 473. The United States (359 Articles) was the most helpful accomplice nation, 

representing 25% of the complete distribution. It shows areas of strength between the top countries United States (43/243), United 

Kingdom (37/194), China (34/133), Australia (32/115), India (26/72), and Germany (25/75). Many scientists concentrate on issue 

maintainability, trailed by manageable utilization, green promoting, buy aim, and the hypothesis of arranged conduct. Top 10 report 

association. Sejong University (33 Articles) and Hong Kong Polytechnic University (26) positioned first and second separately, 

trailed by Griffith University (21), The Manchester University (19), and Wageningen University and Research (19). 
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